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Abstract. An actual design of light-weight structures must evaluate strength, stiffness and stability constraints as well as
the nature of external loading. A designed structure must satisfy optimality and safety criterions per prescribed maintenance period. One faces the known difficulties when trying to implement several from the above-mentioned requirements into optimization problem for further successful numerical realisation. A method to formulate the optimization
problem, incorporating all above described criterions, the mathematical model and algorithm to solve it numerically,
taking into account the stochastic nature of external loading, are presented for elastic-plastic truss-type structure.
Keywords: elastic-plastic structure; optimization; stiffness and stability constraints; stochastic loading process, finite
element discrete model.

1. Introduction
The aim of structural design is a creation of a structure to satisfy optimality and safety criterions in respect
of maintenance (strength, stiffness, stability) requirements.
It is important to note that stiffness and stability constraints often dominate versus strength conditions in actual design of optimal structures. When solving the limit
equilibrium problem [13], the structural parts deformations or nodal displacements can exceed the fixed admissible magnitudes and/or fail due to stability loss.
Actually, the structure is designed for a certain period
for prescribed reliability level. Therefore one must also
seek to evaluate the loading process peculiarities (periods of activity and absence of separate loads when combining their common influence on structural response per
reference period of time) in the practical design. An
employment of elastic-plastic structural behaviour model
allows to evaluate the residual response effects. The appeared self-equilibrated internal forces allow to adapt the
prescribed reliability level optimal structure to variable,
random in general, process of external loading [4]. Such
an approach allows to evaluate the alternating plasticity
case and thus the structure fail mode due to low-cycle
fatigue. This failure case is the actual one in structural
analysis and design [5, 6].
Thus, the main optimal structural design problem is
to be stated as the structural optimization problem under
presence of stiffness, stability requirements and generally, the stochastic process of loading.
The designed optimal structure is in the state prior
to plastic failure, resulting from stiffness and stability

constraints. During the optimization procedures the trusstype discrete structure tensile members are assumed to
be loaded up to the yield limit, the compressive members  up to the critical limits, combining yielding and
buckling modes, the stiffness constraints are represented
via the nodal displacements restrictions in prescribed
directions. The problem solution realises the certain optimization cycles, in each cycle employing the set of
members limit forces, identified in the previous one. The
optimization cycles are continued until a certain convergence.
The structure limit states represent strength, stiffness and stability loss failure modes. The total structure
failure probability Prf is a union of the above modes.
Taking the structure physical and geometrical properties
to be described as random values, the structure Prf evaluation (reliability analysis) problem is rather complicated
even applying the constant random loads and evaluating
strength conditions only (ie limit states correspond to
different plastic collapse mechanisms modes) [7, 8]. The
reliability evaluation problem, stated as the mathematical non-convex mathematical programming problem, solution process results in the selection of the most reliable plastic mechanisms, corresponding to local
extremums, in order to calculate Prf versus plastic collapse (note that different plastic mechanisms can be selected in each optimization cycle). The number of plastic mechanisms (failure modes) increases considerably
with the number of redundancy.
An additional evaluation of displacement limitations,
that of stability loss limit states in concert with stochas-
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tic process of loading makes the main optimal structural design problem rather complicated even for the elementary structures and is more interesting in theoretical
versus practical usage.
Let the physical and geometrical properties of structural members and the loading application points represent as determinate ones. The actual variation of carrying structural members properties in principle must be
low, therefore under certain restrictions can be taken as
determinate ones, fixed with sufficiently high reliability
level. Then the actual elastic response of elastic-plastic
structure (in terms of internal forces and displacements),
subjected by stochastic loading process can be stated as
the above extreme (due to certain reliability per reference period of time) values identification problem. After
when these identified values are fixed as determinate
ones, the main optimization problem of the structure in
terms of determinate values is to be solved. The similar
approach, taking into account only strength conditions,
was applied [4].
A direct application of the mathematical programming method [9] for optimization problem solution does
not ensure the obtained extremum to be the global one.
The way to overcome the latter lack is an application of
mathematical programming theory in concert with extreme energy principles. The obtained optimization problem, containing the complementarity condition, is the
multi-extremum one, as its solution results in a certain
number of discrete points. Incorporation of the complementaritys condition into the objective function of optimization problem [1012] ensures the admissible set to
become the convex one in case of convex yield conditions, having the unique optimal solution. But one must
note that problem numerical solution via mathematical
programming methods is very complicated and in some
cases unavailable.
The task of the present investigation is further development of the reliability-based optimization under
presence stiffness and stability constraints problem solution methods, applying the extreme energy principle [2,
12] in concert with certain optimization procedures for
elastic-plastic truss-type structure (eg truss), subjected by
stochastic process of loading.
2. Truss optimization problem mathematical model
and algorithm
The truss optimization problem under the presence
of stiffness, stability constraints and stochastic process
of loading consists of 3 principal parts of optimization
cycles (iterations):
1. Determining truss variation bounds of elastic forces
S e+ , S e− and displacements u e+ , u e− per time period T , satisfying prescribed safety reliability
Prs = 1 − Prf .
2. Defining the actual stress and strain state (SSS) of
the structure, prior to plastic collapse, correspond-

ing to fixed variation bounds of internal forces and
displacements (analysis problem).
3. Optimizing the areas of members (conditioning the
limit S 0 and that of critical S cr forces) to satisfy
strength, stiffness, stability and constructional constraints.
Each of the parts consists of separate problems, to
be solved individually one after another during each
optimization cycle and continued until certain convergence. The iterative optimization procedure is conditioned
by the circumstance that elastic forces and displacements
from one side and limit and critical forces from the other
side depend on the actual cross-sectional areas of bars,
being as input and output data of optimization cycle parts
1 and 3.
2.1. Evaluation of elastic forces and displacements
caused by stochastic loading process
Let the loading process to be described by action
T
~
~
~
~
of individual loads F (t ) ≡ F1 (t ), F2 (t ), ..., Fm (t ) . Then
the j-th elastic axial force and the i-th elastic displacement of the truss are expressed, respectively, by:

(

)

~
~
~
~
Se, j (t ) = Se1, j (t ) + Se2, j (t ) + ... + Sem, j (t ) =
~
~
~
ã j1 ⋅ F1 (t ) + ã j2 ⋅ F2 (t ) + ... + ã jm ⋅ Fm (t ) =
m

~

∑ ã ji ⋅ Fi (t ), j = 1,...,n,

i =1

u~e,i (t ) = u~e1,i (t ) + u~e2,i (t ) + ... + u~em,i (t ) =
~
~
~
ϑi1 ⋅ F1 (t ) + ϑi2 ⋅ F2 (t ) + ... + ϑim ⋅ Fm (t ) =
m

(1)

~

∑ ϑii ⋅ Fi (t ),

i =1

where γ jm and ϑ im are the truss finite element method
discrete model j-th elastic axial force and i-th elastic
displacement influence determinate coefficients versus
~
m-th load process Fm (t ) , respectively.
To identify the maximum and the minimum magnitudes of processes (1) per reference period of time
T due to prescribed design safety reliability
Prd = Prs = 1 − Prf for all internal forces, selected into
the vectors

( ) ≡ (S

S e+ = S e+, j

T

( ) ≡ (S

S e− = S e,− j

T

)

T

+
e ,1 ,

S e+,2 , ..., S e+,n

−
e,1 ,

−
S e,2
, ..., S e,−n

,

)

T

and that of nodal displacements
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u e+ = ue+,i
u e− = ue−,i
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e ,1 , ue ,2 , ...,

−
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one must solve the following problem:

 + ~

 S e ≤ S(t ) ≤ S e− ; 
Pr 
 = Prd ,
~
 u + ≤ u(t ) ≤ u − 
e 
 e
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Castanheta load model, the load process is approximated
as a sequence of rectangular pulses of fixed duration t,
taking into account probability of load absence during
the pulse. Then the load distribution function for pulse
reads:

(2)

t = [0, T ] .
An application of the exact methods (eg random
crossing theory) for processes combination (Eqn (1))
problem seems to be rather complicated one, dealing with
multiple convolution integrals calculation problems to
build the above values distribution and density functions. The latter are required for elastic response extreme
magnitudes identification due to fixed design probability Prd [13, 14]. The number of such processes, to be
investigated, is equal to n + m, ie to the total number of
components of internal forces and displacement vectors
(2). The number of these operations (recalculations of
the above-mentioned elastic response magnitudes, provided in the first part of each optimization cycle), also
depends on the successful problem solution starting point,
chosen for faster convergence of the main optimization
problem.
Thus, the exact evaluation methods of extreme elastic response values seems to be more interesting from
the theoretical point of view, being in contradiction when
applying them for practical usage to solve real main structural optimization problems.
Taking into account peculiarities of the investigated
problem, the loading process approximation (load combination) problem useful approach would be the selection of process finite number time points, to define the
extreme influence of loading to structure elastic response
values. The Turkstra's load combination rule, applied for
mutually independent load processes, proposes the number of such points to be equal to the number of individual loads processes. The employed rule, being implemented in design codes of several countries, provides
sufficient lower bound probability evaluation to identify
the extreme magnitudes of considered values. But one
must note that the Turkstra's rule accuracy is also limited by certain features of loads processes to be combined [15].
Following the Turkstra's rule idea to solve the problem (1) numerically, the aim is to represent the loading
process by certain number of individual loads determinate magnitudes combinations, sufficient to identify the
extreme loading influence to all structural elastic response
values. The identified combinations of individual loads
in terms of determinate magnitudes must be selected to
the loading matrix (matrixes), being constant during all
iterative optimization procedures. The loading matrices
represent the possible loading states  combinations of
individual loads magnitudes, corresponding to prescribed
reliability level and time period under consideration.
Let all the individual loads be mutually independent, stationary processes. Applying the Borges-

PF,ô

 p * + q * PˆF (F ), when F > 0,

q * PˆF (F ), when F < 0,
=

p * + q * = 1,


(3)

where P̂F (F ) is the load distribution function during
its activity period; p*  the load absence probability
during pulse t.
The load magnitude, corresponding to certain probability PF ,τ is found from Eqn (3), taking into account
the load absence probability, ie:

PF,ô

 −1  PF,ô (F ) 
 , when 0 ≤ PF,ô (F ) ≤ q * P̂F (0 ),
 P̂F 
*


 q


*
*
*
0, when q P̂F (0 ) ≤ PF,ô (F ) ≤ p + q P̂F (0 ),
(4)
=
 −1  PF,ô (F ) − p * 
, when p * + q * P̂F (0 ) ≤
 P̂F 
*

q




≤
≤
(
)
P
F
1.
 F,ô

Then the load extreme magnitudes distribution functions per reference period T read:
Pmax,F (F) = (PF,ô (F)) v , Pminx,F (F) = 1 − (1 − (PF,ô (F))) v ,
v = T/τ .

(5)
The Turkstra's rule does not limit the number of
loads when combining their extreme effect, but usually
it is enough to evaluate three time-variable forces (when
required, the preliminary reliability investigation of common activity periods of more variable loads must be
provided). Then the extreme, for instance, internal force
(Eqn (1)) magnitude with required Prd per reference
period T, is achieved, analysing the following loading
process time points:

P −1

3

ekstr ∑ (Sei )

(Prd,ekstr ) ≈

i =1

−1
−1
−1
 PekstrS
(Prd,ekstr )+ PekstrS
(0,5 ) + PekstrS
(0,5),
e1,ô1
e1,ô1
 −1 e1,T
−1
−1
 PekstrSe1,T (Prd,ekstr )+ PekstrSe1,ô1 (0,5 ) + PekstrSe1,ô1 (0,5 ), (6)
 −1
−1
−1
 PekstrSe1,ô1 (0,5 ) + PekstrSe1,T (Prd,ekstr )+ PekstrSe1,ô1 (0,5 ),
−1
−1
 P −1
(Prd,ekstr ),
(0,5) + PekstrS
(0,5 ) + PekstrS
e1,ô1
e1,T
 ekstrSe1,ô1

where t1 > t2 > t3.
When calculating determinate maximum and minimum magnitudes, it is proposed to select the quintiles
by:
(7)
Prd = Prd(max)  Prd(min)
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and 0,5, as it fit sufficiently with magnitudes, identified
by exact, random crossing methods [16, 17].
When applying the described loading process approximation method to evaluate all extreme elastic response values, the loading matrices, selecting the required
loads determinate magnitudes combinations, (eventual
loading process extreme states) are:

[F ]
+

-

+

−

−

[S ]= [ã ]⋅ [F ]+ [ã ]⋅,
−
e

+

−

−

(11)

[u ]= [ϑ ]⋅ [F ]+ [ϑ ]⋅ [F ],
+
e

+

+

−

−

+

(8)

[ã] = [ã + ]+ [ã − ]

*
∧ −1  v Pr(max) − p 
∧ −1
=P
*
max Fi (t) = FF+ = P F 
F Pr(max) ,

T,ôi

q*


1
−
 1 − v 1 − Pr(min)  ∧ −1
∧
 = P P*
min Fi (t) = FF− = P F 
F
r(min) ,

*
T,ôi

q



(

)

(

)

−

−

by selecting certain extreme magnitudes from corresponding matrices lines.
The above elastic response influence matrices are
split to the ones, consisting of positive and zero or negative and zero magnitudes [2], to satisfy:

where determinate values correspond to extreme Prd(max),
Prd(min) (Eqn (7)) and 0,5 quantiles.
Note, that taking into account Eqns (4) and (5),
the extreme magnitudes per considered period of time
are calculated by improved design probabilities:

and

[ϑ] = [ϑ + ]+ [ϑ − ].

(12)

Note, that matrices (8) in coordinate space of individual loads represent the convex polyhedron (created
according to fixed reliability Prd ) outer surface apexes,
corresponding to stochastic loads possible common action states. An assemblage of these apexes to matrix
[F ] provides all possible extreme structural response
causing loading cases:

[Se ] = [γ ]⋅ [F ]

and

[u e ] = [ϑ]⋅ [F ] .

(13)

Then the extreme elastic response magnitude vectors are formed by selecting certain extreme magnitudes from corresponding above matrices lines. This approach versus to that of Eqn (11) requires more efforts
when selecting all apexes and is applicable for less
number of individual forces cases, when their action is
prespecified by non-alternating direction processes, other
cases.
2.2. Mathematical model of analysis problem

for ô i > ô j ,

j = 1, 2, 3.

(9)

Find that the quantiles, resulting the different sign extreme magnitudes of loads (Fig 1), are constrained by

Pr*(max )

+

−
e



F1 (t ) min F1 (t )
F1 (t )
F1 (t ) 
min
T
T
ô
ô
1
1


= min F2 (t )
F2 (t )
min F2 (t )
F2 (t ) ,
T

 ô1
ô2
ô2


F3 (t ) min F3 (t ) min F3 (t ) min F3 (t )
min
ô1
ô2
T

 ô2

T
τ
v=
or i
τi
τj

+
e

[u ]= [ϑ ]⋅ [F ]+ [ϑ ]



F1 (t ) max F1 (t ) F1 (t )
F1 (t ) 
max
T
T
ô1
ô1


= max F2 (t ) F2 (t ) max F2 (t )
F2 (t )  ,
T

 ô1
ô2
ô2


F3 (t ) max F3 (t ) max F3 (t ) max F3 (t )
max
T
ô1
ô2

 ô2

[F ]

[S ]= [ã ]⋅ [F ]+ [ã ]⋅ [F ],

∧


>  p * + q * P F (0 )



v

for maxFi (t ) > 0,



and Pr*(min ) <  1 − (1 − q * P F (0 )


∧

v

for minFi (t ) > 0.

(10)

The structure is subjected to the known external
loading, the areas and physical-geometrical properties of
structural members are fixed. The structure, prior to plastic collapse, SSS evaluation problem is realised by the
following mathematical model [12, 18] for discrete trusstype structure finite element model:
find

−

The vectors of extreme elastic response magnitudes then
are formed from obtained elastic solution in terms of
matrices

(

)

1 T
1
ë 1 [G ]ë 1 + ë 1T [G ]ë 2 − ë T2 [G ]ë 2 + ë 1T S e+ − S 0 +
2
2

(

)

ë T2 − S e− − S cr → max

ë 1 ≥ 0, ë 2 ≥ 0.

subject to

(14)

The quadratic programming problem (14) contains
the following values:

( ) (
T

)

S e+ = S e+, j = S e+,1 , S e+,2 , ..., S e+,n − vector of structural
extreme positive axial forces;
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Pr
1,0

Pr

P F (F)

P F,τ(F)

^

1-(1-(p*+q*P^F (0)))

+

PF (F)

p*+q*P^F (0)
^

1-(1-q*P^F (0))
p*

p*

P-F (F)

^

(p*+q*P^F (0))
^
q*PF (0)

PF,τ(F)

^

(q*P^ F (0))
-F

0

+

P F (F)

0

F

Fig 1. Distribution functions for extreme load magnitudes

( ) (

)

T

S e− = S e−, j = S e−,1 , S e−,2 , ..., S e−,n − vector of structural
extreme negative axial forces;

( )

ë1 = λ1, j T − vector of Lagrange multipliers of complementarity conditions for tensile bars, reading

(

λ 1, j S r , j +

S e+, j

)

− S0 = 0 ;

(15)

S r , j − the j-th finite element (bar) residual force in the
running optimization cycle; S0, j − j-th finite element
limit axial force (yielding force), S 0 , j = σ y A j , σ y −
the material yield limit, A j − j-th finite element area,
arbitrarily fixed or identified via previous optimization
cycle; ë 2 = λ 2 , j T  the Lagrange multipliers of complementarity's conditions for compressive bars, reading

( )

(

)

λ 2 , j − S r , j − S e−, j − S cr , j = 0 ,

[G ] = [[B][K ][R][K ]−1 [R]T [K ][B]T − [K ]].

(17)

E Aj

malj
trix of structural elements j = 1, 2,
, n ((n  total
number of bars; E , l j  the material elasticity modulus
and the j-th bar length, respectively); [K ] − the structure finite element (m × m ) -dimensional discrete model
global stiffness matrix, where m  number of global displacements;

(18)

expressed via direction cosines in the global coordinate
system:

[B j ] = (0

0 0 cos α j

cos β j

cos γ

j

);

(19)

[K ]−

quasidiagonal (6n × 6n ) -dimensional matrix, containing j-th space finite element stiffness diagonal
submatrices

[ ] − [k j ]

[k j ]
− [k j ]
 kj

Here:
tension-compression diagonal stiffness

[B j ]= (b j ,k ), k = 6 j − 5, 6 j − 4, ..., 6 j ,

[K j ] = El A j 

(16)

where Scr , j − j-th finite element limit buckling-yielding
axial force, arbitrarily fixed or identified via previous
optimization process; [G]  constant per optimization
process structure finite element discrete model (n × n ) dimensional influence matrix for residual internal forces,
reading

[K ] −

[B ] − (n × 6n ) -dimensional configuration matrix, containing either zero elements or configuration submatrices for
internal forces

j

(20)

in the global coordinate system, where:

[k ]
j

cos 2 á j
cos á j cos â j cos á j cos ã j 


= cos â j cos á j cos 2 â j
cos â j cos ã j , (21)


cos ã j cos á j cos ã j cos â j cos 2 ã j




[R] − (6n × m ) dimensional configuration matrix of local
and global displacements, containing unit and zero components.
Note that introducing the above finite element discrete model notations, the internal force and nodal displacement influence coefficients γ and ϑ in (1) are
obtained from the matrices
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The solution of the quadratic programming problem (14) yields the Lagrange multipliers ë1 and ë 2 magnitudes. The components of residual internal forces

where: Ak is the optimized cross-sectional area of the
k-th group of bars; nk is the number of bars in k-th
group; l r is the total length of bars, corresponding to

S r = S r, j

k-th group; n1 + n2 + ... + nn0 = n ; n0 is the number of
optimized parameters  ie the number of different group
of bars; ρ is the structure material density; σ y , σ cr
are material yield and critical stresses for tensile and
compressive-buckled members, respectively; ut is the displacement, being constrained along the certain direction
t; mt is the number of constrained displacements;
u t,max > 0, u t,min < 0 are the upper and the lower
bounds for displacement magnitudes to be constrained;
Ak ,min is the lower bound of cross-sectional area Ak
magnitude (constructive limitation).
Applying the virtual displacement principle, the displacement ut can be expressed by

( )T ≡ (S r,1− , S r2− , ..., S r,−n )T

and that of residual

displacements u r = (ur,i )T ≡ (ur,1 , ur,2 , ..., ur,m )T are determined by

S r = [G ](ë 1 − ë 2 ),

u r = [ϑ](ë 1 − ë 2 ).

(23)

Note, that one cannot state the above obtained residual structural response values to be the actual ones.
Generally, the exact distribution of residual values depends upon the loading history, observed/simulated from
individual loads processes [19]. Actually, in case of stochastic loading, the loading history prediction practically
is unavailable. Thus, an employment of mathematical
model (14) yields only the possible distribution of residual structural response values, ensuring adaptation of
optimal structure to most dangerous eventual stochastic
loading states corresponding to prescribed reliability level
per reference period of time.
Having identified the above-mentioned values of
residual response, the extreme magnitudes of internal
forces and displacements are obtained by

S + = S r + S e+ ,

S − = −S r − S e− ;

u + = u r + u e+ ,

u − = −u r − u e− .

(24)

2.3. Mathematical optimization model of structure
bars cross-sectional areas
The structure bars cross-sectional areas optimization
mathematical model under stiffness and stability constraints consists of:
1. Axial strength conditions expressed via areas of
optimised bars;
2. Strength conditions versus buckling of bars;
3. Displacements limitations constraints;
4. Constructive limitations for bars areas.
The structure optimality criterion expresses total
material minimum weight of the bars.
Thus, the structure optimization model under presence of all the above-mentioned conditions is as follows:

W =ρ

find

n0

nk

∑ ∑l
Ak

k =1

r

→ min

r =1

subject to
S +j

j =1

E Ak, j

∑
n

ut =

∑
j =1

S t,min
j ⋅ S t, j ⋅ l j
E Ak, j

Ak ≥ Ak,min ,

≤ u t,max ,
≥ u t,min , t = 1, 2, ..., mt ,

,

(26)

σ cr = χ σ y ,

(27)

where χ is certain bar reduction coefficient, depending
on compressive member dimensionless slenderness λ .
The dimensionless slenderness is prescribed by ratio:

λ = λ λE.
Here the unit slenderness is defined by λ = l b i , where

lb is an actual length of the buckled member, i is the
π2 E
is the Euler's slenσy
derness. For example, the tube cross-sectional reduction
coefficient analytically is described by the relation

radius of gyration, λ E =

1
ϕ+ ϕ −λ
2

2

≤ 1 , where ϕ =

[ (

)

]

1
1 + α λ − 0,2 + λ2 ,
2

with α being the variance coefficient (eg α = 0,21 for

− ó cr Ak, j ≤ S −j , k = 1, 2, ..., n0 ,
S t,max
j ⋅ S t, j ⋅ l j

j =1

E Ak , j

∑

is j-th bar total internal force, corresponding
where
to loads combination, resulting in the maximal (minimal)
displacement ut magnitude; St , j is j-th bar internal force
caused by unit force applied onto the node along the
direction of nodal constrained displacement ut of the
truss, being in the state prior to plastic collapse.
The structural member design stress versus buckling due EN3 [20] is calculated by:

,

n

Stext
, j ⋅ St , j ⋅ l j

Stext
,j

χ=

− ó y Ak, j ≤ −

ut =

ut =

n

(25)

hot laminated pipes, α = 0,34 for cold laminated pipes).
The truss-type structural members cross-sectional
areas optimization problem is the non-linear mathematical programming problem, having one extremum. Two
solutions cases due to possible admissible sets of variables are shown in Figs 2 and 3 in case of two optimized parameters.
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W(A 1, A 2)=const.

W(A 1, A 2)=const.

A2
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A2
f 1(S +, S , S 0, S cr, A 1)=0
-

min

Admissible set

min
Admissible set
Optimal solution

A*=(A*1, A*2)
f 2(S +, S , S 0, S cr, A 2)=0
-

Optimal solution

A*=(A*1, A*2)

0

f 3(u+, u- , ut)=0

A1

f 3(u+, u-, ut)=0

0

A1

f 2(S , S , S 0, S cr, A 2)=0
+

f 1(S , S , S 0, S cr, A 1)=0
+

-

Fig 2. Piecewise-linear admissible set

-

Fig 3. Non-linear admissible set

The Fig 2 presents an optimal solution in the case
when the displacement constraints are not activated. The
optimization process is preconditioned by strength/stability constraints.
Fig 3 presents the case when the optimal solution is
preconditioned also by stiffness constraints. In considered case the optimal solution contains the satisfied as
equality leastwise one strength/stability condition in concert with stiffness constraint. It is obvious that the optimal solution objective function for the case results the
more structural weight magnitude, when compared with
the obtained one, presented in Fig 2.
Analysing the above Figures, one can obviously find
that the optimization process converges to unique solution in both possible cases.
2.4. Analysis and optimum design algorithm main steps
The structure stochastic load combination problem
in terms of created, constant per optimization process
matrices/matrix, to predefine structural elastic response
extreme values, is already provided. The minimum weight
elastic-plastic truss-type structure optimization consists
of the following eight steps:
1. Create the configuration matrices [B] and [R] .
2. Determine the limit axial forces S 0 and S cr .
(Choose primary cross-sectional areas of bars for
the start of optimization procedures, introduce the
new ones, corresponding to the previous iteration
optimization result, for the running optimization
iteration).
3. Create structure discrete model quasidiagonal stiff-

[ ]

ness matrix for tensile-compressive elements K
(Eqn (20)) and global stiffness matrix [K ] .
4. Determine S e+ , S e− and u e+ , u e− (Eqns. (11) or
(13)), applying the loading matrices or matrix.

5. Create influence matrix of residual internal forces
[G] (Eqn (17)).
6. Solve the SSS evaluation quadratic programming
problem to find residual structural response values
(problem (14)).
7. Solve structure bars areas optimization problem
under the presence of strength, stiffness and stability constraints (problem (25)).
8. Check the optimization problem prescribed convergence criterion in respect of previous iteration result. When it is not satisfied, repeat steps 28. The
prescribed criterion can be the fixed admitted tolerance of structure weight function, that of the bars
areas (both criterions are correlated).
Note, that the number of iterations of optimization
problem solution depends on successful starting point (ie
chosen for 2-nd step primary input data (bars areas)).
They can be chosen arbitrarily, solving eg the constant
loading problem, or any similar one, being naturally close
to actual constraints of the problem under investigation.
2.5. Numerical example
Consider the space steel structure of 25 bars (Fig 4),
subjected to 3 different mutually independent stochastic
load processes.
~

The first load F 1 (t ) is applied to the 1-st node (direction cosines in respect of structure global axes x, y, z
are: cos α x = 0,8146, cos α y = 0,2037 and cos α z = 0,5431.
~

The second load F 2 (t ) is applied to the 2-nd node (direction cosines in respect of structure global axes x, y, z:
cos α x = 0,8304, cos α y = 0,2491 and cos α z = 0,4983.
~

The third load F 3 (t ) consists of simultaneous (fully correlated) action of two loads, being parallel to the axis z
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and applied to the 3-rd and 6-th nodes, respectively. All
three loads are prespecified by non-alternating direction
processes (no direction changes). The load processes are
described by stationary pulses (5). The load distribution
function during activity periods satisfy the Gumbel's law:
∧

P F (F ) = exp( − exp( a ( F − u ))),

five combinations. Theses apexes of polyhedron, indicated by solid lines in Fig 5, represent the loads possible variation volume, created due to design probability
Prd . The dashed lines indicate the loads variation bounds
in case of repeated-variable loading in terms of extreme
loads variation bounds. The polyhedron apexes assembled
into the loading matrix, read:

then
∧ −1

0
0
 max F1 (t )

T


0
max F3 (t )
 max F1 (t )


T
τ1
[F ]T =  0
.
max F2 (t )
0


T

0
max F2 (t ) max F3 (t )


T
τ2

0
0
max F3 (t )


T

1
(ln(− ln Pr )).
a
The loads processes are described by the following
parameters:
P

F (F ) = u −

~

F 1 (t ) : τ1 = 91 day, u1 = 141,62 kN, a1 = 1,90kN,
q1* = 0,2493, p1* = 0,7507;
~

F 2 (t ) : τ2 = 91 day, u2 = 115,69 kN, a2 = 2,10 kN;
q2* = 0,1032,

p2* = 0,8968;

Fig 5. Loading process polyhedron

Taking into account loads constant directions, the
fixed by (9) design probabilities are to be chosen as
Prd = Prd(max), Prd(min) = 0 and the other quintiles to be
equal 0,5 (Eqn (8)). Then applying (11) and (12) to calculate determinate loads magnitudes, the loading matrix
finally reads:
Fig 4. Truss design scheme

0
0 
147,31
147,31
0
20,10 


T
[F ] =  0
120,42
0 .


120,42 20,10 
 0
 0
0
30,00

~

F 3 (t ) : τ3 = 0,26 day, u3 = 19,82 kN, a3 = 1,23 kN;
q3* = 0,0039, p3* = 0,9961.
The truss service term is taken T = 50 years, design probability Prd = Prs = 1 − Prf = 0,999 .
Taking into account the problem features (direction nature of loads, design probability magnitude, service term, duration of pulses and probabilities of activity per pulses) the stochastic loading combinations
(apexes) of polyhedron, describing the loads common
action possible set, can be described by the following

Eight groups (ie 8 different truss areas) of pipe type
cold laminated bars, (Fig 3) are optimized to ensure truss
minimal weight under presence strength, stiffness, stability and constructional constraints. The material properties are: yield limit σ y = 240 MPa, elasticity modulus
E = 207 GPa. Truss nodes 1 and 2 extreme displacements are constrained in directions x and z by 1 cm. The
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constructional requirement introduces minimal bars area
to be 2 cm2.
The optimization process was realized per 13 iterations (see Table). As starting point input data (see row
0 of the Table) was taken an optimization solution of
the considered truss, loaded by the same three loads assuming them to be applied as constant values with extreme magnitudes, presented in the above loading matrix, ie: 174,31 kN; 120,42 kN; 30,00 kN for the first,
second and third loads respectively. The starting point
(optimal solution) was obtained in 12 iterations, applying the same algorithm, for its starting point taking all
areas to be equal to 10 cm2 ones.
The stochastical loading process subjected truss
optimal solution was reached in 13 iterations (the last
row of the Table) with 0,017 % tolerance for 3rd and
7th areas and 0 % tolerance for remaining areas and total weight of the structure.
Some notes on optimal truss behavior, being adapted
to considered loading process. The 1st node reached it
allowable 1 cm extreme magnitude, while the other displacements do not achieve this magnitude. The 4th and
5th areas reached their minimum equal to 2 cm2 area
magnitudes. The 1-2, 1-4, 4-9 truss members are loaded
up to the critical values. Critical states for tensile members are not achieved. A deformable behaviour comparison of the optimized truss with the one, obtained for the
constantly loaded truss (ie with the starting point representing optimization result  row 0 of the Table). The
constantly loaded truss 1-2, 1-4 members were loaded
up to the critical values. Critical states for tensile members were not achieved.
3. Conclusions
1. The performed numerical experiment illustrates
the efficiency of proposed algorithm, when applying the
proposed optimization under presence stiffness and sta-
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bility constraints method for the truss, subjected to stochastic loading process.
2. The convenient loading approximation method
required for iterative structural optimization to identify
extreme magnitudes of structural response with prescribed
reliability per reference period of time is presented. The
loading process approximation principles can be also
applied for other structural analysis and design cases.
3. The new truss structural optimization model is
presented. The result reliability is ensured by the application of the extreme energy principle for analysis problem to fix the actual structural stress and strain state in
each optimization cycle.The proposed optimization
method principles can be implemented for other types
of structures.
4. The evaluation of stochastic loading process nature, implemented into structural optimization process,
ensures material resources savings, when compared with
the optimal result, obtained when representing the loading process either by repeated variable process or constant loads in terms of extreme magnitudes, achieved in
the considered period of time.
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